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Abstract. In size-structured predator–prey systems, capture success depends on the
sizes of both predator and prey. We study the population-dynamic consequences of size-
dependent predation using a model of a size-structured, cannibalistic fish population with
one shared, alternative resource. We assume that a prey can be captured by a predator if
the ratio of prey length to predator length is within a specific range, referred to as the
‘‘predation window.’’ We find that the lower limit of the predation window (d) has a major
impact on population dynamics, whereas the upper limit («) mainly affects population
structure and individual life history. For large d, cannibalism cannot decimate young-of-
year (YOY) cohorts. Size-dependent competition then results in recruit-driven, single-cohort
cycles. With low d, cannibalism regulates recruitment, resulting in coexistence of many
year classes. With intermediate d, periods of regulation by cannibalism alternate with periods
with severe competition. Occasional high densities of small individuals enable a few can-
nibals to reach giant sizes, producing a bimodal population size distribution. With small
«, all individuals remain small; the population is stunted. Large piscivores can exist only
if induced dynamically in population fluctuations. Above a critical «, large piscivores are
present permanently, even in stable populations. The critical effect of « relates to the
ontogenetic niche shift from planktivory to piscivory. Observed population dynamics of
Eurasian perch, yellow perch, and Arctic char, described in the literature, are discussed
and, based on our modeling results, can be related to differences in the predation windows
of these species. We argue that the effects of d and « relate to two fundamentally different
and mutually exclusive aspects of cannibalism.

Key words: Arctic char; competition; Eurasian perch; life history, individual; physiologically
structured population model; piscivory; population dynamics; predation, size dependent; predator size
relative to prey size; size-dependent cannibalism; yellow perch.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of a predator to capture, kill, and handle
prey depends on both predator size and prey size in
many species (Wilbur 1988, Shine 1991, Sousa 1993,
Tripet and Perrin 1994, Hirvonen and Ranta 1996, Mit-
telbach and Persson 1998). This is especially evident
in cannibalism, where even the roles of predator and
prey are often determined by the (relative) sizes of
interacting individuals (Fox 1975, Polis 1981, Orr et
al. 1990, Fagan and Odell 1996, Dong and DeAngelis
1998, Persson et al. 2000). The minimum prey size a
predator can take has been attributed to the predator’s
ability to detect (Lovrich and Sainte-Marie 1997, Lund-
vall et al. 1999) or retain (Persson 1987) its prey. Sev-
eral mechanisms may explain the maximum prey size
a predator can take, such as the predator’s gape size
relative to prey body depth (Werner 1974, Nilsson and
Brönmark 2000), or the relative speed of predator and
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prey (Christensen 1996). In a review of size-dependent
piscivory among diverse fish species, Mittelbach and
Persson (1998) show that both the mean, maximum,
and minimum sizes of captured fish prey increase with
predator size. They found that, across species, the max-
imum prey length ranged between 35% and 70% of the
predator’s length, and the minimum between 5% and
25% (see also Lundvall et al. 1999, Persson et al. 2000).
Within species, the maximum and minimum prey sizes
scale roughly linearly with predator length, so that the
ratio of prey length to predator length is a good pre-
dictor of predation success. We refer to the range of
prey sizes that a predator of a given size can take as
its ‘‘predation window.’’

The predation window is an important link between
processes at the individual level and at the population
level. It connects prey mortality with the predator size
distribution and predator growth rate with the size dis-
tribution of prey (Wilbur 1988, Rice et al. 1997). The
predation window is therefore likely to have conse-
quences for both individual life history and population
dynamics. Life-history consequences may result from
the effect of the predation window on the age and size
at ontogenetic niche shift (Mittelbach and Persson
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1998). Most piscivorous fish have to pass through an
invertebrate-feeding stage before entering the pisciv-
orous stage. The size at which a predator can enter the
piscivory niche depends on the size scaling of the upper
limit of the predation window and the availability of
prey sizes. Population-dynamic consequences may re-
sult from the effect of the predation window on prey
mortality and predator growth. Such effects may, in
turn, influence other density- and size-dependent in-
teractions between predator and prey, such as compe-
tition (Claessen et al. 2000).

Modeling studies of intraspecific competition in size-
structured populations have shown that the dynamics
of such populations depend critically on the strength
of intercohort competition and how competitive ability
changes with body size (Persson et al. 1998). Due to
ontogenetic scalings of metabolic and foraging rates,
smaller individuals can often sustain themselves at low-
er resource levels than larger ones, and are hence com-
petitively superior (Persson et al. 1998, Hjelm and
Persson 2001). This physiological relationship typi-
cally induces population cycles in which abundant re-
cruits control the resource density, and outcompete
adult cohorts (Persson et al. 1998). With intraspecific
predation, however, adults can decimate the recruit
density and hence reduce intercohort competition. By
this mechanism cannibalism can dampen population
cycles (Claessen et al. 2000). Obviously, this is pos-
sible only if newborns are within the predation window
of adults. The relation between the lower limit of the
predation window, size at reproduction, and size at
birth will thus influence whether cannibalism has the
potential to regulate population dynamics.

Modeling studies have further shown that the dy-
namic interplay between size-dependent competition
and cannibalism may result in the emergence of size
dimorphism, with giant cannibals and dwarf-sized non-
cannibals coexisting in a single population (Claessen
et al. 2000). The dimorphism is induced by a transition
from a phase with weak competition to a phase with
strong competition. Before the transition cannibalism
by the adult size class decimates the recruits and the
absence of intercohort competition allows a range of
juvenile and adult sizes to coexist. The transition to
severe intra- and intercohort competition occurs when
cannibalism fails to control recruitment. Competition
for the primary resource causes retarded growth of the
recruits and starvation of larger individuals. Of the
larger individuals, only those having the recruits within
their predation window can switch to cannibalism and
survive. By feeding on the slowly growing, dwarf-sized
recruits these individuals reach giant sizes. Evidence
for giant growth of cannibals induced by population
dynamics is found in Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis)
(LeCren 1992, Claessen et al. 2000, Persson et al.
2000).

Giant cannibals are also observed in single-species
Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus L.) populations (Parker

and Johnson 1991, Griffiths 1994, Hammar 2000). In
contrast with the perch populations, however, it has
been claimed that in Arctic char populations giant can-
nibals are not the result of population fluctuations but
rather occur permanently in a stable population size
distribution (Parker and Johnson 1991, Johnson 1994).
This contrasts with our previous modeling study of
size-dependent cannibalism, which predicted that gi-
ants and a bimodal population size structure are in-
herently associated with population fluctuations
(Claessen et al. 2000). Explanations of the observed
population structure of Arctic char have included eco-
logical factors like cannibalism and parasitism (Ham-
mar 2000), as well as evolutionary factors such as tro-
phic specialization (Parker and Johnson 1991). One of
the goals of this present study was to investigate wheth-
er both dynamically induced giants, permanent giants,
and bimodality can be explained as consequences of
size-structured population dynamics, without assuming
individual specialization such as learning or flexible
behavior. We investigate whether the different patterns
can be explained as population-dynamic consequences
of different species-specific scalings of the predation
window.

We explore the implications of the predation window
for population dynamics with a physiologically struc-
tured population model of a cannibalistic fish popu-
lation and its primary, zooplankton resource, developed
in Claessen et al. (2000). We determine how the ex-
pected type of population dynamics depends on the
minimum and maximum prey sizes taken. Based on our
previous results (Persson et al. 1998, Claessen et al.
2000), we expect that the lower limit of the predation
window determines the ability of cannibals to control
recruitment. It may hence affect population dynamics
by modifying the scope for intercohort competition.
Since the induction of giants by population fluctuations
also relates to the ability of cannibals to control re-
cruitment, we expect that the minimum prey size in-
fluences the existence of giant cannibals as well. Be-
cause, in a stable population, the size at which an in-
dividual can enter the piscivory niche depends on the
maximum prey size it can take, we investigate how the
existence of permanent, large piscivores in stable pop-
ulations depends on the upper limit of the predation
window. We aim to apply our results by linking dif-
ferences in observed population dynamics between
several piscivorous fish species to differences in their
predation windows.

MODEL AND METHODS

The model

Our population-dynamic model of cannibalistic Eur-
asian perch (Perca fluviatilis L.) and its primary, zoo-
plankton resource, is built within the modeling frame-
work of physiologically structured population models
(Metz and Diekmann 1986, de Roos 1997). Such mod-
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TABLE 1. The model, together with definitions of the state variables and specification of their
dynamics.

A) State variables

Population level
Number of cohorts, k
Density of cohort i, (no. individuals/L), where i ∈ {1, k}Ni

Individual level
Irreversible mass, (g)xi

Reversible mass, (g)yi

Environmental
Resource density, R (no. individuals/L)

B) Specification of dynamics

Within-year dynamics

Cohort mortality†
dNi 5 2m(x , y )N i ∈ {1, k}i i idt

Cohort per capita growth in x
f (x , y )E (x , y ) if E . 0dx i i g i i gi 5 i ∈ {1, k}5dt 0 otherwise

Cohort per capita growth in y
(1 2 f (x , y ))E (x , y ) if E . 0dy i i g i i gi 5 i ∈ {1, k}5dt E otherwiseg

Resource dynamics
k A (x )NdR z j j

5 r(K 2 R) 2 R O
dt 1 1 H(x )h(x )j51 j j

Between-years: reproduction
Add one cohort k → k 1 1

Newborn density
k21

N 5 F(x , y )NOk i i i
i51

Reset adults’ mass‡ y 5 q x , i ∈ {1, k 2 1} if F(x , y ) . 0i J i i i

Note: The functions defining mortality (m), energy balance allocation ( f ), fecundity(E ),g

(F ), attack rate on zooplankton handling time (H ), and encounter rate (h) are listed in(A ),z

Table 2.
† Cohorts with a density below a trivial threshold (e.g., N 5 individuals/L) are con-21210

sidered extinct.
‡ Where 5 the maximum ratio of non-reproductive, reversible mass to irreversible mass.qJ

els involve state variables at the individual level and
the population level (Table 1). The core of our model
is an individual-level model of perch that describes the
dynamics of the physiological state of individuals de-
pending on the current state and the condition of their
environment. The environment consists of the resource
population, but also includes the structured population
itself, representing all potential cannibals and victims.
The state of the population is defined as the distribution
of the individuals over all possible individual states.
The dynamics of the population are calculated by add-
ing and subtracting the demographic actions (birth,
death, growth) of the individuals. In our model we keep
track of cohorts of individuals, rather than individuals
separately. The dynamics of the state variables in our
model are specified in Table 1. Table 2 lists the equations
that define the individual-level model. The model pa-
rameters, valid for Eurasian perch, are given in Table 3.

Considering the pulsed nature of reproduction in
Eurasian perch, we assume in our model that contin-
uous-time growing seasons are alternated by discrete

steps from autumn to spring, in which individuals pos-
sibly reproduce (Table 1). We assume that a growing
season, in which individuals feed, grow, starve, and
possibly die, lasts 90 d, as it does in Central Sweden.
We assume that biological activity is negligible outside
the growing season, and take the state of the system at
the time of reproduction at the start of a growing season
identical to that at the end of the previous one. Our
model is described in full detail in Claessen et al.
(2000), and a closely related model was presented in
Persson et al. (1998), where more details on the pop-
ulation-level formulation can be found. Here we restrict
our description to the biological assumptions of the
model, and focus on two aspects that are of central
importance for this article: the predation window and
individual growth and starvation.

In our model the physiological state of an individual
is characterized by its body mass, which we divide in
two state variables: irreversible mass x and reversible
mass y (Table 1). Reversible mass can be starved away
when maintenance requirements exceed the energy in-
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TABLE 2. Individual-level functions and their units, representing cannibalistic perch. Only the
subscripts i and j refer to the cohort index.

Body length, L (mm) l2L 5 l x1

Zooplankton attack rate, (L/d)Az

a
x xˆA (x) 5 A exp 1 2z 1 2[ ]x xopt opt

Cannibalistic attack rate, (L/d)Ac

 v 2 dc
sbc if dc , v # wc
(w 2 d)c

A (c, v) 5 «c 2 vc
sbc if wc , v , «c
(« 2 w)c

0 otherwise

Food intake rate, I (g/d)
h(x)

I(x) 5
1 1 H(x)h(x)

Digestion time, H (d) j2H(x) 5 j x1

Total encounter rate, h (g/d) h(x) 5 h (x) 1 h (x)z c

Zooplankton encounter, (g/d)hz h (x) 5 A (x)Rmz z

Cannibalistic encounter, (g/d)hc
h (x ) 5 A (c , v )(x 1 y )NOc i c i j j j j

j

Energy balance, (g/d)Eg E (x, y) 5 E (x) 2 E (x, y)g a m

Acquired energy, (g/d)Ea E (x) 5 k I(x)a e

Maintenance requirements, (g/d)Em
r2E (x, y) 5 r (x 1 y)m 1

Fraction allocated to x, f (g/d)

 1 y
if x , xf(1 1 q )q xJ J

f (x, y) 5 
1 y otherwise

(1 1 q )q x A A

Fecundity, F (no.)

e (y 2 q x)r J if x . x and y . q xf Jx (1 1 q ) b JF(x, y) 5 
0 otherwise

Total mortality, m 2(d ) m(x, y) 5 m 1 m (x, y) 1 m (x)0 s c

Starvation mortality, 2m (d )s

s(q x /y 2 1) if y , q xS S
m (x, y) 5s 50 otherwise

Cannibalistic mortality, 2m (d )c

A (c , v )Nc i j i
m (x ) 5 Oc j 1 1 H(x )h(x )i i i

Note: For definitions of see Table 3; er 5 reproductive efficiency; ke 5 intakeq , q , and q ,A J S

coefficient (where ‘‘e’’ denotes ‘‘energy’’).

take rate whereas irreversible mass cannot. Individuals
are assumed to be born with a fixed amount of irre-
versible mass xb, and the maximum amount of revers-
ible mass for that size, y 5 qJxb (Table 3). The ratio of
reversible mass over irreversible mass ( y/x) is assumed
to be a measure of the condition of an individual. Body
length (L) is assumed to depend on irreversible mass
alone (Table 2).

All functions of individuals are assumed to depend
on their body mass. Attack rates on both zooplankton
prey (Az ) and conspecific prey (Ac) are assumed to
depend on irreversible mass only, as empirical data
show that they relate strongly to body length (Byström
and Garcı́a-Berthou 1999, Persson et al. 2000, Wahl-
ström et al. 2000). The attack rate on zooplankton is
modeled as a dome-shaped curve, reaching a maximum
at the optimal size xopt (Persson et al. 2000, Claessen

et al. 2000). The feeding rate (I ) is assumed to be
limited by the encounter rate with prey mass and the
capacity to digest prey mass. We assume that the mass-
encounter rate (h) equals the product of the consumer’s
attack rate, prey density, and prey mass. Limitation by
digestion capacity is assumed to result in a Holling
type II functional response, in which the ‘‘handling
time’’ corresponds to the digestion time per gram of
prey mass (H ). The digestion capacity is assumed to
increase with irreversible body mass, unaffected by the
condition of the individual. The energy intake rate (Ea )
is found by multiplying the feeding rate with a constant,
prey-type independent conversion efficiency, ke. We as-
sume ‘‘production allocation’’ (as opposed to assimi-
lation allocation, see Gurney and Nisbet [1998]) of the
acquired energy, which means that the acquired energy
is used to cover metabolic needs (Em ) first, after which
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TABLE 3. Model variables and parameters valid for Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) feeding on a zooplankton resource
(Daphnia sp., length 1 mm) and conspecifics.

Subject
Parameter
or variable Value† Units Interpretation

Season Y 90 d length of year
Ontogeny xb

xf

qJ

qA

er

0.001
4.6
0.74
1.37
0.5

g
g
···
···
···

irreversible mass at birth
irreversible mass at maturation
juvenile maximum condition
adult maximum condition
gonad–offspring conversion

Length–mass relation l1

l2

57.6
0.317

mm/ l2g
···

allometric scalar
allometric exponent

Planktivory a
Â
xopt

0.62
3 3 104

4.7

···
L/d
g

allometric exponent
max attack rate
optimal forager size

Piscivory s
b
d
«
f

0.6
varied (200)
varied (0.06)
varied (0.45)
varied (0.2)

···
L·d21·mm2s

···
···
···

allometric exponent
cannibalistic voracity
lower limit of predation window
upper limit of predation window
optimum of predation window

Digestion j1

j2

5.0
20.8

d/ )(1 1 j2g
···

allometric scalar
allometric exponent

Metabolism r1

r2

ke

0.033
0.77
0.61

)/d(1 2 r2g
···
···

allometric scalar
allometric exponent
intake coefficient

Mortality m0

qS

s

0.01
0.2
1

d21

···
···

background rate
starvation condition
starvation coefficient

Resource R
r
K
m

0.1
100.0

3.0 3 1025

L21

d21

L21

g

resource population density
population growth rate
carrying capacity
wet mass 1.0 per-mm-long Daphnia

Notes: All parameters except Y, r, and K refer to individual-level processes. For the parameters that are varied between
runs of the model, the default value is given in parentheses.

† Source of values 5 Claessen et al. (2000).

the remainder (Eg) is allocated to irreversible mass (x)
and reversible mass ( y). The proportion ( f ) of the re-
mainder that is allocated to irreversible mass depends
on the individual’s condition ( y/x) (Table 2). The com-
plement is allocated to reversible mass y. An individual
is assumed to allocate a larger proportion to reversible
mass if it currently has a lower condition. The allo-
cation rule is designed in such a way that as irreversible
mass increases, the ratio y/x increases asymptotically
towards a maximum, which is qJ for juveniles and qA

for adults (see Persson et al. 1998).
Whenever the acquired energy does not suffice to

cover maintenance requirements (i.e., Eg , 0), an in-
dividual converts reversible mass into energy to bal-
ance the metabolic rate. Note that starving individuals
decrease in body mass while their length remains con-
stant, since length is a function of irreversible mass.
Mature individuals are assumed to starve away their
gonads before starving somatic reserves. Individuals
suffer starvation mortality when their condition de-
creases below a critical threshold. We assume that the
mortality rate due to starvation (mS) is positive when-
ever the condition drops below y 5 qSx, and increases
to infinity as y decreases to zero (Table 2).

The size at maturation is defined in terms of irre-
versible body mass, xf . Mature individuals (x $ xf)

allocate a larger proportion of their energy to reversible
mass than do juveniles (that is, qA . qJ). We assume
that the maximum amount of somatic reversible mass
that an adult can attain is y 5 qJx and that the amount
of reversible mass it has on top of this is gonad mass.
At the start of a growing season, all mature individuals
which have built up gonads (i.e., y . qJ x) reproduce.
Fecundity is calculated by dividing the amount of go-
nad mass (i.e., y 2 qJ x), multiplied with a conversion
efficiency (er), by the mass of a single newborn.

The mortality rate is assumed to be the sum of the
starvation mortality rate (ms), a mortality rate due to
cannibalism (mc), and a background mortality rate (m0)
(Table 2). The rate at which individuals fall victim to
cannibalism (mc) depends on the density of potential
cannibals and their attack rates, which in turn depend
on the lengths of both victim and the cannibals. The
cannibalistic interaction will be discussed in more de-
tail in The predation window, below.

In spring, the total production of newborns is the
sum of the per capita fecundities of all adult individ-
uals. Together, the young-of-the-year (YOY) form a
new cohort. They are assumed to be born at the same
moment, with identical body mass. An important con-
sequence of pulsed reproduction is that the population
consists of discrete cohorts. We assume that individuals
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FIG. 1. The cannibalistic attack rate Ac (Table 2) as a
function of cannibal length (c) and victim length (v), param-
eterized for Eurasian perch (d 5 0.06, f 5 0.2, « 5 0.45, s
5 0.6, b 5 100 [see Table 3 for definition]; cf. Fig. 1 in
Claessen et al. [2000]). The two thick lines at the base rep-
resent the lower (v 5 dc) and upper (v 5 «c) limits of the
predation window, respectively. For victims of the optimal
length (v 5 fc), cannibals of length c have the maximum
cannibalistic attack rate (Ac 5 bcs), indicated by the thick
curve at the ridge of the surface.

within a cohort experience the same environmental
conditions, so that their development is identical. In
simulations, cohorts with a density below a trivial
threshold (which varied between 10220 and 10212 in-
dividuals per liter) were considered extinct. The result
of this assumption was that the number of coexisting
cohorts generally remained below 50 although the num-
ber of cohorts in the population in principle is un-
bounded. Note that the number of cohorts may vary
over time.

The primary, zooplankton resource is modeled as an
unstructured population with semi-chemostat dynamics
(Table 2). Size-dependent competition for this resource
emerges from the scaling of individual vital rates with
body size. Smaller individuals have an energy advan-
tage compared to larger ones, because metabolic re-
quirements increase faster with body size than does the
foraging capacity. The decrease of the attack rate be-
yond the optimal size (i.e., L 5 94 mm) enhances the
effect, but is not necessary for it. As a consequence,
smaller individuals can sustain themselves at a lower
resource density than larger ones. Given the depen-
dence of the resource density on consumer density,
abundant small individuals may therefore outcompete
larger ones by depletion of the zooplankton population.
The population-dynamic consequences of size-depen-
dent competition are treated in detail in Persson et al.
(1998).

The predation window.—Based on empirical data on
Eurasian perch and other piscivorous fish species
(Christensen 1996, Mittelbach and Persson 1998,
Lundvall et al. 1999, Persson et al. 2000) we assume
that an individual can take conspecific prey of a given
size if the ratio of prey length and predator length is
between a lower limit (d) and an upper limit («) (Claes-
sen et al. 2000). We refer to the range of prey lengths
a predator can take as the ‘‘predation window.’’ Sup-
ported by results from laboratory experiments (Lund-
vall et al. 1999) we assume that the optimal victim
length is a fixed proportion f of the cannibal length,
with d , f , « (Fig. 1).

We assume that the attack rate of a cannibal on vic-
tims of a given length depends on the lengths of both
cannibal and victim. For the sake of clarity, we intro-
duce the symbols c and v as synonyms for the lengths
L of cannibal and victim, respectively (Table 2). We
model the cannibalistic attack rate as the product of a
maximum and a relative attack rate. The maximum at-
tack rate is the attack rate for victims of the optimal
length v 5 fc. We assume it to be an increasing, al-
lometric function of cannibal length, given by bcs with
s 5 0.6 (Fig. 1). The relative attack rate accounts for
non-optimal victim sizes. From the optimal victim
length v 5 fc it decreases linearly with victim length
v from 1 to 0 at the boundaries of the cannibalism
window. Over the cannibalism window the relative at-
tack rate thus resembles a tent function (Fig. 1).

For a given shape of the predation window (that is,

for given values of d, «, and f), the parameters b and
s determine the absolute value of the cannibalistic at-
tack-rate function. With b 5 0 the model reduces to a
size-structured consumer–resource model without can-
nibalism (cf. Persson et al. 1998). A higher value of b
corresponds to more voracious cannibalism. The attack
rate of a cannibal of a given size on a victim of a given
size depends linearly on b. Therefore, b is referred to
as the ‘‘cannibalistic voracity.’’

Methods

The model was studied numerically using the ‘‘Es-
calator Boxcar Train’’ method developed by de Roos
et al. (1992) and de Roos (1997). In order to investigate
the effect of the predation window, we study the de-
pendence of the asymptotic population dynamics on
the parameters b, d, and «. The patterns of dynamics
are summarized in bifurcation diagrams, by delineating
regions in parameter space with qualitatively similar
population dynamics (e.g., Fig. 2). The patterns in the
bifurcation diagrams are interpreted by closely study-
ing time series of population dynamics in different
parts of parameter space. This enables us to identify
biological mechanisms that are responsible for the dif-
ferent types of population dynamics. Thus we can ex-
plain differences between patterns of populations dy-
namics in terms of processes at the individual level,
such as the presence or absence of cannibalistic inter-
actions between abundant cohorts in the population.

RESULTS

The impact of cannibalism on population dynamics
can be studied by comparing population dynamics ex-
cluding cannibalism (b 5 0) with population dynamics
that result from various levels of cannibalism (b . 0).
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagrams for two different values of
the lower limit of the predation window, d: (a) d 5 0.06; (b)
d 5 0.0. In both panels the upper limit of the predation win-
dow « 5 0.42, the optimum of the prediction window f 5
0.15, and other parameters are as in Table 3. For any value
of b (cannibalistic voracity), the model was run for 800 yr,
and the population state was sampled during the last 400 yr.
The figure shows the number of individuals in the population,
excluding young-of-the-year, at the first day of each year.
Abbreviations: SC 5 single-cohort cycles, CD 5 cannibal-
driven dynamics; DG 5 dwarfs-and-giants dynamics.

FIG. 3. Regions with qualitatively similar population dy-
namics in the b–d plane. Here the optimum of the predation
window f 5 0.15, the upper limit of the predation window
« 5 0.42, and other parameters are as in Table 3. Abbrevi-
ations: SC 5 single-cohort cycles; DG 5 dwarfs-and-giants
dynamics; CD 5 cannibal-driven dynamics. At smaller b
(cannibilistic voracity) values (b & 300), the DG region in-
cludes dynamics where dwarfs-and-giants cycles alternated
with periods of cannibal-driven dynamics. For explanation of
the boundaries d1 and d2, see Results: Effects of the minimum
prey size ratio: Boundaries between regions. Grid lines in-
dicate parameter values of the bifurcation transects used. In
horizontal transects, b is varied with steps of 5. In vertical
transects, d is varied with steps of 0.002.

In a recent publication, Claessen et al. (2000) studied
the impact of cannibalism on population dynamics for
the case of d (the lower limit of the predation window)
5 0.06 and « (the upper limit of the predation window)
5 0.45, corresponding to the piscivory window of Eur-
asian perch. Here we first briefly review their results,
introducing three types of population dynamics. In the
next section we give a more elaborate description of
the types of population dynamics and map their oc-
currence depending on the parameters b and d.

Claessen et al. (2000) found that without cannibal-
ism, as well as with weak cannibalism, 8-yr large-am-
plitude cycles prevail with only one cohort present in
the population, referred to as single-cohort (SC) cycles
(Fig. 2a). These cycles are analogous to generation cy-
cles (Gurney and Nisbet 1985), and result from the
competitive superiority of small individuals. With in-
termediately voracious cannibalism, larger individuals
reduce intercohort competition by killing small indi-
viduals. Cannibalism may thus reduce size-dependent
competition, resulting in coexistence of juveniles and
100–200 mm long adults. We refer to this type of pop-
ulation dynamics as ‘‘cannibal-driven (CD) dynamics’’
(Fig. 2a). For high values of the cannibalistic voracity
(b), Claessen et al. (2000) found large-amplitude 9-yr
cycles (Fig. 2a). In these cycles the population has a
bimodal size distribution. Individuals in the so-called
‘‘giant’’ size class grow fast and reach giant sizes
(.300 mm) on a cannibalistic diet. Individuals in the
‘‘dwarf’’ size class grow slowly and remain relatively

small. Such cycles are referred to as ‘‘dwarfs-and-gi-
ants (DG) cycles’’ (Claessen et al. 2000). For lower b
irregular dynamics are found (Fig. 2a) where periods
of cannibal-driven dynamics, without giants, alternate
with periods resembling DG cycles, with giants. We
refer to this irregular dynamics as well as the 9-yr
cycles as ‘‘dwarfs-and-giants (DG) dynamics.’’

Effects of the minimum prey size ratio (d)

The effects of the minimum prey size ratio will be
studied by varying d and b while holding the other
parameters of the predation window constant at « 5
0.42 and f (the optimum of the predation window) 5
0.15. These values deviate slightly from the default set
for Eurasian perch (« 5 0.45 and f 5 0.2), but they
produce qualitatively the same results. The patterns are
more transparent with the chosen values because the
effect of changing the lower limit d becomes more
outspoken when the optimum ratio f is closer to the
lower limit.

We first illustrate the effect of d by comparing two
different d values (Fig. 2). A striking effect of lowering
d from 0.06 to 0 is that all DG dynamics are replaced
by CD dynamics. The amplitude of fluctuations is much
smaller with d 5 0 than with d 5 0.06. This is a first
indication that the stabilizing influence of cannibalism
is stronger with smaller values of d. Fig. 3 summarizes
a large number of bifurcation diagrams as presented in
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FIG. 4. Single-cohort (SC) cycles for b 5 0: (top panel)
total population density of newborns, young-of-the-year
(YOY), juveniles .1-yr old and adults; (middle panel) re-
source (zooplankton) density. Note the logarithmic scale on
the y-axes of these two panels. (Lower panel) Growth tra-
jectories of all present cohorts. The vertical dashed line marks
the time of extinction of the adult cohort (year T 5 5, day tS

5 36). The arrows point out the length of the adults (L1 5
115 mm) and of the recruits (LS 5 8.85 mm) at that time.

Fig. 2, with b and d as bifurcation parameters. We have
subdivided the b–d plane into three regions, delineating
the three types of population dynamics mentioned
above. In the next section we explain the patterns of
population dynamics in each region in Figs. 2 and 3.
Understanding the mechanisms that cause the different
patterns helps to understand the boundaries between
the different regions.

Types of population dynamics.—For very weak can-
nibalism (low b) or a high lower limit of the predation
window (d . d1), our model predicts single-cohort cy-
cles (Figs. 2 and 3). An extensive study of such dy-
namics can be found in Persson et al. (1998) and de
Roos and Persson (2001). An example is given in Fig.
4. This type of population dynamics results from the
competitive superiority of small individuals to larger

ones. Because of their lower metabolic rate newborns
can sustain themselves on a lower zooplankton density
than adults, despite the newborns’ lower attack rate
(Persson et al. 1998, Hjelm and Persson 2001). Each
new generation outcompetes the previous one by de-
pleting the resource density below the level that adults
require for their maintenance. In these cycles individual
growth is slow (Fig. 4) due to high intracohort com-
petition. Individuals reach maturity in their seventh
year, which explains the cycle period of eight years.
The mechanism of SC cycles does not depend on the
dome shape of the planktivory attack-rate function, but
the cycle period depends on the optimum size xopt (Pers-
son et al. 1998). Critical to the SC cycles is that can-
nibalism by adults does not cause a high mortality rate
on YOY (young-of-the-year). SC cycles are hence
found for low b or high d. Below, the prolonged re-
source depletion caused by a dense, juvenile cohort is
referred to as a ‘‘long-term resource depletion.’’

For intermediate values of b, and a sufficiently small
d (Figs. 2 and 3), the model predicts cannibal-driven
dynamics. Within the CD region we found regular cy-
cles with periods between one and six years, as well
as irregular dynamics (Fig. 2). Although details may
differ, dynamics in this region are always governed by
the cannibalistic interaction, in the sense that high can-
nibalistic mortality of YOY prevents YOY from out-
competing the adults through long-term resource de-
pletions. In Fig. 5 the high YOY mortality is reflected
by the steep decline of YOY density, compared to the
constant background mortality of the adult size class.
The cannibals of the YOY are large juveniles and small
adults (L ; 80–200 mm). The population has a rela-
tively stable size distribution and the density of the
adult size class fluctuates with a small amplitude com-
pared to SC dynamics. The CD dynamics are charac-
terized by coexistence of many cohorts and fast indi-
vidual growth during the first two or three years, fol-
lowed by several years of slower growth (Fig. 5).

We illustrate some details of CD dynamics with an
example of a 4-yr cycle (Fig. 5), which is found in a
large part of the CD region (b . 320 in Fig. 2b). Every
four years a cohort is born that, despite its low initial
density, dominates the population numerically during
the next four years (e.g., Fig. 5, T 5 1). The reason
for its abundance is that it suffers relatively low can-
nibalistic mortality as YOY (Fig. 5). It controls the
resource level except during the short depletions caused
by reproductive pulses. During its first year, the dom-
inant cohort serves as an ample food source for the
largest individuals in the population. This causes the
cannibals to grow beyond the maximum sustainable
size on zooplankton, and the cannibals starve to death
when the victims have left their predation window (Fig.
5, T ; 2–3). Cannibalism by the dominant cohort dec-
imates the next three year classes of which very few
individuals survive to maturity (Fig. 5). The density of
the dominant cohort decreases by background mortality
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FIG. 5. Example of a stable 4-yr cycle in the cannibal-
driven (CD) region (b 5 700, d 5 0.054, « 5 0.42, f 5
0.15). Format and symbols are as in Fig. 4. Growth trajec-
tories of two successive dominant cohorts (born at T 5 1, T
5 5) are drawn thicker.

FIG. 6. Example of a stable dwarfs-and-giants (DG) cycle
(b 5 400, d 5 0.056, f 5 0.15). Format and symbols are as
in Fig. 4. At first reproduction (e.g., T 5 2), the length of
dwarfs (L1 5 114) is small enough to decimate the young-
of-the-year (YOY) cohort. At second reproduction (e.g., T 5
3), the length of the dwarfs is too large (L2 5 150) to can-
nibalize the YOY. The dwarf cohort goes extinct (at day tS

5 42), whereas the survivors of the first offspring pulse utilize
the new dwarf cohort to become giants.

and when the fourth pulse is born (T 5 5) the impact
on YOY survival is relatively small. As a consequence,
this YOY cohort will be the next dominant cohort.
Although this cohort is numerically dominant, it is not
abundant enough to outcompete the older year classes,
which is typical for CD dynamics.

If the lower limit of the predation window is between
two critical values (d1 . d . d2), dwarfs-and-giants
dynamics are found for most b values (Fig. 2b, Fig.
3). In the b–d plane the DG region forms the transition
zone between the SC region and the CD region (Fig.
3). Features of both SC and CD dynamics, i.e., severe
intercohort competition on the one hand and YOY reg-
ulation by cannibalism on the other, are important as-
pects of DG dynamics. DG dynamics are characterized
by emergence of dynamically induced giants feeding
on a slowly growing, planktivorous size class, referred
to as ‘‘dwarfs’’ (Claessen et al. 2000). DG dynamics
can be either regular or irregular (Fig. 2a). In a regular
dwarfs-and-giants cycle, an abundant, slowly growing

cohort of dwarfs produces two pulses of offspring in
two subsequent years (Fig. 6, e.g., T 5 2, 3). Each
pulse of newborns results in a sudden depletion of the
resource. The dwarf cohort survives competition with
their first pulse of offspring because they cannibalize
most of it. Consequently the resource density recovers,
enabling the adult dwarfs to grow to a larger size before
they reproduce again (Fig. 6, lower panel). The second
time (T 5 3) the resource depletion causes their star-
vation death before the YOY enter their predation win-
dow. The few survivors of the first pulse of offspring
(now 1 yr old) survive the long-term resource depletion
caused by the second pulse because their size allows
them to cannibalize the newborns. Cannibalism on the
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new dwarf cohort enables these individuals to reach
giant sizes (Fig. 6, lower panel). Close to the boundary
of the CD region (Fig. 2a, b & 300) dwarfs-and-giants
cycles are irregularly alternated by periods with dy-
namics resembling CD dynamics. The dynamics are
not shown here, but see Fig. 8 in Claessen et al. (2000)
for an example and extensive discussion. The CD-like
periods are ended when an abundant YOY cohort de-
pletes the resource density for a prolonged period, out-
competing the cannibal size class, which maintained
the population in the stabilized state. A few individuals
from the cannibal size class survive and become giants
by feeding on the abundant dwarf cohort.

Boundaries between regions.—The boundary be-
tween the SC region and the DG region (Fig. 3; curve
d1) can be understood by considering the interaction
between newborns and their parents in stable SC cycles
(Fig. 4). Immediately after reproduction, the offspring
cohort depletes the resource, which forces the mature
individuals to starve away their reserves; their revers-
ible mass y decreases whereas the irreversible mass x
remains constant. Because length is assumed to be a
function of x only, the length of adults remains con-
stant, referred to as L1 (Fig. 4). After tS days the re-
versible mass of adults reaches the starvation threshold
y 5 qSx, and the adult cohort goes extinct due to star-
vation mortality. The length of the young-of-the-year
at that moment will be referred to as LS (Fig. 4).

Now consider the prospects for cannibalism in the
context of these SC cycles. If the length at birth Lb is
outside the adults’ predation window (that is, if Lb ,
dL1, see Table 2), then newborns are temporarily in-
vulnerable to cannibalism. As long as the YOY are
invulnerable (i.e., their length ,dL1) their abundance
ensures that the adults continue to starve at the constant
length of L1. The YOY will not be cannibalized at all
if the adults die of starvation before the YOY reach
the length dL1. In other words, adults never encounter
the YOY if

LSd . . (1)
L1

If, on the other hand, the lower limit of the predation
window is smaller than LS/L1, newborns are cannibal-
ized by adults and the mechanism of the SC cycles is
weakened. Thus, for sufficiently high b we expect no
SC cycles below this critical value of d. Fig. 4 illus-
trates that with the perch parameters LS/L1 5 0.077,
and bifurcation runs show that the boundary between
the SC region and DG region approaches this value
asymptotically as b is increased (Fig. 3: curve d1).

Simulation studies show that the values of L1, tS, and
LS are independent of the resource parameters r and K
except for very small values of r and K (i.e., close to
the persistence boundary of the cannibal population).
This means that the boundary between SC and DG
population dynamics relates to characteristics of the

cannibal species alone, and not to the specifics of the
zooplankton dynamics.

The boundary between the DG dynamics and the CD
dynamics (Fig. 3: curve d2) can be understood in a
similar way. As described above, in stable dwarfs-and-
giants cycles the dwarf cohort produces two pulses of
offspring in two subsequent years (Fig. 6). The lengths
of the adult dwarfs at these two reproduction events
will be referred to as L1 and L2, respectively. We have
already seen that since d , LS/L1 the first newborns are
decimated by the dwarfs. Because the resource density
is high in between the two reproduction events, the
adult dwarfs grow, and hence L2 . L1. In a stable DG
cycle, the dwarfs starve to death before the second
cohort of newborns enters their predation window. In
analogy with the above reasoning for d1, our conjecture
is that the critical value d2 is that value below which
newborns enter the predation window of dwarfs of
length L2 before the latter starve to death. From Fig. 6
we can obtain the values tS 5 42 d, L2 5 150 mm, and
LS 5 9 mm. The expected value of d2 is hence LS/L2

5 0.06.
Fig. 3 shows that the asymptotic value of d2 is lower.

There are three reasons why our estimate of d2 is not
very accurate. First, the length L2 and the correspond-
ing values of tS and LS are not independent of the pa-
rameters b and d because L2 depends on cannibalism
on the YOY. Second, the dynamics on either side of
the boundary d2 are most often not regular so that we
cannot obtain general estimates of L2, tS and LS. Third,
due to the large metabolic demands of an individual of
length L2 5 150 mm (which corresponds to an irre-
versible mass of x 5 20.8 g) such an individual needs
much more energy to recover from starvation than an
individual of length L1 5 114 mm (x 5 8.8 g). The
boundary should hence not be expected at d 5 LS/L2

but at a somewhat smaller value.

Effects of the maximum prey size ratio («)

We first study the effect of the upper limit of the
predation window («) assuming d 5 0, f 5 0.2, and a
fixed cannibalistic voracity b 5 200. With the default
value of «, these parameters are in the CD region and
result in stable fixed-point dynamics (cf. Fig. 2b, b 5
150 . . . 210). Generally, if the lower limit of the pre-
dation window (d) is chosen in such a way that can-
nibal-driven population dynamics result, the effect of
the upper limit on overall population densities is rel-
atively small. For example, Fig. 7a shows that in a large
range of « fixed-point dynamics are found. Also outside
this range the population density remains below 1022,
characteristic of CD dynamics (cf. Fig. 2).

Contrary to the small effect on overall population
densities, the effect of « on population size distribution
and individual life history is rather drastic. The de-
pendence of the length of the oldest individuals in the
population on « reflects this result (Fig. 7b). Near a
critical value of «* ; 0.65 the ultimate of size of in-
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FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagram of parameter « (the upper
limit of the predation window), with b 5 200, d 5 0, f 5
0.2 and other parameters as in Table 3. For any value of «,
the model was run for 800 yr, and the population state was
sampled during the last 400 yr. (a) Population density at the
first day of each year, excluding young-of-the-year. (b) Length
of the longest individual at the first day of each year. For all
values of « in the range 0.2–1, cannibal-driven (CD) dynamics
are found (fixed point in the range 0.3 , « , 0.71). Around
the critical value «* 5 0.65 the asymptotic length in the
population increases drastically.

FIG. 8. The population states at the first day of each year,
for different values of the upper limit of the predation win-
dow, «: (a) « 5 0.4, (b) « 5 0.5, (c) « 5 0.6, (d) « 5 0.64,
(e) « 5 0.7. Other parameters: b 5 200, d 5 0, f 5 0.2, and
as in Table 3. For these parameter values, the population
dynamics converge quickly to a fixed point (Fig. 7). The
histograms indicate densities of size classes. The open circles
indicate the per capita fecundity of individuals in each cohort
(age class). Although the densities of size classes ,10212 L21

are not shown, their fecundity is plotted as an indication of
the presence of individuals, and their condition.

dividuals suddenly increases to a size that is similar to
the ultimate size of giants in DG dynamics (Fig. 6).
Note that the change in individual length occurs in a
range of « values without significant change of overall
population densities (Fig. 7a). Individuals with L .
200 depend fully on piscivory, since their planktivo-
rous attack rate is negligible. Apparently, in the region
with « . «* individuals can reach giant sizes without
the dynamic induction such as in DG dynamics.

We investigate the mechanism for the sudden change
in population structure by considering population size
distributions for five different « values within the range
of stable fixed-point dynamics (Fig. 8). Fig. 8a shows
the population structure at the first day of each year
for « 5 0.4. From the figure it can be inferred that
individuals grow fast during the first two years and
then gradually reach an ultimate size of L` 5 186 mm.
The decreasing per capita fecundity of the larger co-
horts indicates that these individuals have a low con-
dition. Fig. 9a shows that planktivory provides the ma-
jor contribution to the individual growth rate, and that
the effect of the energy gain from cannibalism (of YOY
victims only) on ultimate individual size is small. The
population structure for « 5 0.5 (Fig. 8b), is very sim-
ilar to the case of « 5 0.4, except that the ultimate size
is slightly higher, which can be attributed to an in-

creased contribution of the cannibalistic energy gain
(Fig. 9b). Fig. 9b also indicates that, if there were any
individuals with a length between 400–530 mm, they
had a positive net growth rate, solely due to the energy
gain from cannibalism. We refer to this length interval
with positive average net growth due to cannibalism
as the ‘‘piscivory niche.’’ The length interval for which
planktivory has a significant contribution is referred to
as the ‘‘planktivory niche’’ (i.e., L , 200, Fig. 9). With
« 5 0.5 the planktivory and piscivory niches are sep-
arated from each other by a size interval with negative
growth rates, which makes the piscivory niche un-
reachable. With « 5 0.4, the piscivory niche does not
exist at all (Fig. 9a).

For « 5 0.6 most individuals still do not grow beyond
200 mm (Fig. 8c). Yet the actual ultimate individual
size is drastically larger (.400 mm, Fig. 8c). The pop-
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FIG. 9. The size-dependent annual energy balance for dif-
ferent values of «, the upper limit of the predation window.
Other parameters are as in Figs. 7 and 8. The net growth rate
(thick solid line) is obtained by adding the intake rate (all
dark and light gray areas) to the (negative) metabolic rate
(dotted line). The distance between the dotted and thick solid
line corresponds to the total energy intake rate. The contri-
butions to intake from planktivory (dark gray) and piscivory
(light gray) are indicated. All rates are averaged over the
entire growing season and expressed as growth per day. For
the calculations we assumed standard condition (y 5 qJx).
The size range with a significant contribution from plankti-
vory is referred to as the ‘‘planktivory niche’’ (i.e., L , 200
mm). The size range with positive energy balance beyond the
planktivory niche is referred to as the ‘‘piscivory niche.’’

ulation contains a very few very long individuals,
whose density is too low to appear in Fig. 8c. Their
existence is apparent from the graph of fecundity vs.
length. It appears that starvation enables individuals to
grow through the bottleneck between the planktivory
and piscivory niches. While for individuals with the
maximum amount of somatic reserves ( y 5 qJx), the
net average growth rate in the gap between the two
niches is negative (Fig. 9c), for individuals at the star-
vation threshold ( y 5 qSx) it is positive (not shown).
Note that in our model we assume that metabolic costs

depend on the sum of irreversible and reversible mass
(Table 2). Fig. 8c shows that the individuals in the gap
cannot reproduce, which implies that they have a low
condition (y , qJx). Thus, by starving away reserves
(and gonads), and thereby reducing metabolic costs,
individuals can reach the piscivory niche, although it
takes them so long that only a very few survive until
that time. Once in the piscivory niche (L . 300 mm,
Fig. 9c) their condition increases, and they start repro-
ducing again (Fig. 8c). For even larger values of «, the
interval with negative net growth at y 5 qJx disappears
(Fig. 9d) and individuals reach the piscivory niche
without completely losing fecundity (Fig. 8d). Close
to the critical « value (e.g., « 5 0.64) the bottleneck
is still noticeable by the reduced fecundity and a de-
creased growth rate. Here, the number of individuals
reaching the piscivory niche is still very small (Fig.
8d). For large values of « the effect of the bottleneck
is negligible; the population size distribution is very
wide and relatively many individuals reach the pisci-
vory niche (Fig. 8e).

As mentioned before, despite the impact of « on
population structure and individual life history, the ef-
fect on overall population densities is minor. The main
reason for this is that the population dynamics in the
CD region are almost completely determined by the
interaction between YOY, 1-yr-old and 2-yr-old indi-
viduals. A large value of « mainly affects individuals
of L . 180 mm, which are often at least three years
old (e.g., Fig. 8e).

The generality of the effect of « is investigated by
comparing a large number of bifurcation diagrams with
« and b as bifurcation parameters, summarized in Fig.
10. Cannibal-driven population dynamics are found for
most values of b and «. Only for very small b do we
find SC cycles. Bifurcation diagrams such as Fig. 2b
are qualitatively the same for different values of «. Only
the locations (b values) of the bifurcations depend on
«. From this we conclude that « has little impact on
overall population dynamics. The critical value of «
where the population size distribution changes abruptly
(e.g., Fig. 7: « ;0.65) is marked as the curve «* in
Fig. 10. The curve separates a parameter region (« .
«*) where the piscivory niche is permanently reachable
(cf. Fig. 8e) from a region (« , «*) where the piscivory
niche is unreachable.

Two important conclusions about the piscivory niche
can be drawn from Fig. 10. First, the negative slope of
the curve «* shows that more voracious piscivores can
enter the piscivory niche with a smaller upper limit of
the predation window. Second, the existence of the
curve «* for all values of b . 50 implies that the abrupt
opening of the piscivory niche at a critical value «*
occurs independently of the periodicity or regularity of
the CD dynamics. Figs. 8 and 9 hence represent the
simplest case of a more general phenomenon, which
does not require fixed-point dynamics. Even with non-
fixed-point dynamics Fig. 9 proves to be a useful met-
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FIG. 10. The occurrence of large piscivores in population
dynamics, depending on the parameters b (cannabalistic vo-
racity) and « (upper limit of the predation window). Other
parameters are d 5 0, f 5 0.2, and as in Table 3. In the
region above the curve indicated with «* piscivores are pres-
ent permanently in cannibal-driven (CD) dynamics. In the
region below «* they are absent. The curve «* is dashed for
small b because in that region the effect of cannibalism on
the asymptotic length is hard to distinguish. Grid lines in-
dicate parameter values of the bifurcation transects used. In
horizontal transects b is varied with steps of 5; in vertical
transects « is varied with steps of 0.02. SC 5 single-cohort
cycles.

aphor in understanding the system because it explains
(1) the abruptness of the change in asymptotic length,
and (2) the possible existence of an unreachable pis-
civory niche for « values close to the critical value «*.

In fact, the unreachable piscivory niche is the reason
why the asymptotic length changes so abruptly at «*.
At this value of « the maximum size in the planktivory
niche ‘‘merges’’ with the minimum size in the piscivory
niche (cf. Fig. 9), resulting in a single growth trajectory
towards the maximum size in the piscivory niche for
« . «*. In analogy with bifurcation theory, the merging
of the two extreme sizes at «* corresponds to a saddle-
node bifurcation. For values of « in the range with the
unreachable piscivory niche (e.g., 0.45 & « & 0.62 in
Fig. 9) there is ‘‘bistability’’ of growth trajectories, in
the sense that the asymptotic length depends on the
initial conditions. However, since all life-history tra-
jectories start with the same initial conditions (i.e., size
at birth), all growth trajectories converge to the first
asymptotic length, which corresponds to the maximum
size in the planktivory niche.

DISCUSSION

We studied the impact of the lower (d) and upper («)
limits of the predation window on size-structured pop-

ulation dynamics. Although these parameters represent
closely related individual-level aspects of predators and
prey, we found that the system reacts very differently
to changes in d or «. Whereas the lower limit has a
strong impact on population dynamics, by determining
the stabilizing potential of intraspecific predation, the
upper limit primarily affects the individual level, by
determining important life-history characteristics. The
difference in population-dynamic impact of d and «
relates to the importance of young-of-the-year (YOY)
for population dynamics. Since the size of newborns
is close to the minimum prey size for the bulk of the
cannibal size class (L 5 80–180 mm), a small change
in d can have major impact on the YOY survival rate.
Changing « has no direct impact on YOY survival, and
hence little impact on population dynamics. The much
larger impact of « on population structure is explained
by the importance of the ontogenetic niche shift from
planktivory to piscivory for individual life history.
Whereas « determines the size at which individuals can
switch to piscivory, d only has a minor effect on the
ultimate size within the piscivory niche.

We argue that the different reactions of the system
to changes in d and « reflect two different aspects of
cannibalism, which we refer to as ‘‘the two faces of
cannibalism.’’ The negative face of cannibalism is the
additional mortality inflicted upon victims. The posi-
tive face is the energy gain obtained by cannibals. Our
results suggest that there is a mutually exclusive re-
lation between these two aspects. On the one hand, if
victim mortality is an important effect of cannibalism,
then the cannibals do not gain much energy from it.
This type of cannibalism may best be referred to as
‘‘infanticide.’’ On the other hand, the energy gain from
cannibalism can only be substantial if cannibalism does
not have a major impact on victim mortality. In these
terms, a small d promotes the negative face of canni-
balism whereas a large « promotes the positive face.
Note that within one population the two faces of can-
nibalism can be important simultaneously, yet not for
the same individuals. The ontogenetic niche shift from
planktivory to piscivory corresponds to a switch be-
tween the two ‘‘faces’’ of cannibalism. For example,
in Fig. 9e cannibalism by 100-mm-long individuals is
mainly infanticide, regulating YOY survival, whereas
cannibalism by individuals .200 mm only affects their
own growth rate.

For many freshwater fish, macroinvertebrates are an
important second resource, accessible mainly for larger
individuals (Werner and Gilliam 1984). With a shared
second resource, competition still leads to single-co-
hort (SC) cycles (de Roos and Persson 2001). Also with
a second resource exclusive to larger individuals SC
dynamics still predominate (M. Vlaar and D. Claessen,
unpublished data). We expect that size-dependent can-
nibalism stabilizes SC dynamics with two resources
under the same conditions as with a single resource.
Therefore we anticipate that the results regarding d still
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hold with a second resource. There are indications that
macroinvertebrates are important for growth and sur-
vival of perch .150 mm (Persson et al. 2000). This
may have implications for the effects of «, which we
plan to address in future research.

Below, we compare our model predictions with field
data. The first section focusses on d, the second on «.

Model and data: cannibalism vs.
intercohort competition

Comparing empirical data on the lower limit of the
predation window for specific species with Fig. 3 and
Eq. (1), one can predict whether population dynamics
are likely to be stabilized by cannibalism. Whereas
values of L1 (the length at first reproduction) and tS

(the number of days an individual of length L1 can
survive without food) may be relatively easily obtained
from field or laboratory data for different species, LS

(the length of newborns at age tS) is hard to estimate
due to its dependence on population dynamics and the
interaction with the resource density. With a size-struc-
tured model of the competitive interaction, parameter-
ized for the species of interest, LS can be predicted.
With our model for perch we found that the observed
lower limit (d 5 0.06, Claessen et al. 2000) is in be-
tween the two critical values d1 and d2. Alternatively,
using size at birth (or size at first feeding, if more
appropriate) as an approximation of LS we can for-
mulate a crude rule of thumb. Intraspecific predation
may regulate population dynamics only if the lower
limit of the predation window (d) is smaller than the
ratio of length at birth and length at maturation, or is
at least close to it. As an example, for Arctic char
(Salvelinus alpinus) length at reproduction is 100–149
mm (Hammar 2000) and length at first feeding ;20
mm (Jens Andersson, personal communication). The
critical value for the lower limit is hence 20/100. The
actual lower limit of the predation window is ;0.15
(Amundsen 1994), which is well below the critical val-
ue. On the basis of d, Lb, and L1 alone, cannibal-driven
dynamics can be expected. However, a thorough anal-
ysis using a char-specific paramerization of the bio-
energetics in the model is necessary before more firm
predictions can be made.

In the context of our model predictions it is inter-
esting to compare the single-species population dy-
namics of two closely related piscivorous fish, yellow
perch (Perca flavescens) and Eurasian perch (P. flu-
viatilis). The dynamics of the yellow perch population
in Crystal Lake (Wisconsin, USA) are characterized by
cohort dominance (Sanderson et al. 1999). Repeatedly,
a single abundant cohort dominates the population size
distribution for several years. Recruitment is virtually
absent as long as this cohort is juvenile. After matu-
ration of the dominant cohort, high densities of YOY
depress the resource density. The die-off of adults is
attributed to intercohort competition with YOY (San-
derson et al. 1999). Despite the presence of cannibalism

in this population, the most important interaction be-
tween YOY and adults seems to be competition, fa-
voring YOY (Sanderson et al. 1999). The observed
population dynamics resemble single cohort (SC) cy-
cles. In contrast, a detailed empirical study of the dy-
namics of a Eurasian perch population shows a prom-
inent role for cannibalism and no cohort dominance
(Persson et al. 2000). For several years, adults are con-
stantly present and reproduce each year. Despite the
evidence for the competitive superiority of YOY, can-
nibalism reduces YOY densities sufficiently for the
adults to survive. However, after a major die-off in the
adult size class, successful survival of YOY is ob-
served. This change from an adult-dominated state to
a juvenile-dominated state is associated with the emer-
gence of giant cannibals (Claessen et al. 2000, Persson
et al. 2000). This pattern of population dynamics re-
sembles the alternation of cannibal-driven dynamics
and dwarfs-and-giants (DG) cycles, which our model
predicts for parameter values in the DG region.

Our results on the effect of d on population dynamics
offer an explanation for these differences in population
dynamics. In their interspecific comparison of pisciv-
orous fish, Mittelbach and Persson (1998) show that
yellow perch have a smaller gape width than Eurasian
perch of the same size. Yellow perch need more time
to manipulate prey than Eurasian perch, especially for
small relative prey sizes. Data on prey sizes in the diet
show that yellow perch has a narrower predation win-
dow, with both a higher lower limit (d) and a smaller
upper limit («) (Mittelbach and Persson [1998], al-
though it should be noted that the data on yellow perch
covers a small predator size interval only). The esti-
mation of d 5 0.06 for Eurasian perch predicts the
alternation of cannibal-driven dynamics and dwarfs-
and-giants cycles (DG dynamics). With a higher value
of d, yellow perch should be closer to or even beyond
the boundary of the SC region (d1). Although canni-
balism is present in yellow perch, the population-dy-
namic pattern is more reminiscent of SC dynamics than
DG dynamics. Thus we conclude that the observed pat-
terns of population dynamics confirm our expectation
on the basis of a higher d for yellow perch. More de-
tailed information on d (and «) of different species
would be most useful from the perspective of predicting
population dynamics based on these species charac-
teristics.

Model and data: permanent giants,
dynamic giants, or stunting

By showing that giant cannibals can occur in stable
populations, our results complement our previous con-
clusion that cannibalistic giants can emerge in fluctu-
ation populations (Claessen et al. 2000). In the case of
dynamic giants that emerge in fluctuating populations,
the mechanism is inherently population dynamical. In
the case of permanent giants (e.g., in a stable popu-
lation) the mechanism relates to the individual capacity
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to include 1-yr-old victims. This raises the question of
how we can distinguish between these two mechanisms
in observed populations with giant cannibals. First, in
the case of dynamic giants, giant growth is induced by
the breakthrough of an abundant YOY cohort that caus-
es a long-term resource depletion. In the case of per-
manent giants, induction of giant growth does not cor-
relate to such a population-dynamic event. Second, the
emerging population size distributions in the two cases
are very different. The dynamic mechanism gives rise
to a pronounced bimodal size distribution (or size di-
morphism), but the mechanism of permanent piscivores
results in a population size distribution that is approx-
imately exponential (cf. Fig. 8e). These different pre-
dictions offer opportunities for empirical testing of our
model.

In two cases of giants observed in Eurasian perch,
the empirical evidence suggest that giants were induced
dynamically. In both cases, the appearance of giants
was associated with the breakthrough of a dense YOY
cohort, which was exploited by a small number of suc-
cessful cannibals that became giants (LeCren 1992,
Claessen et al. 2000, Persson et al. 2000). Moreover,
in the period prior to the breakthrough of YOY, giant
cannibals were absent. These observations are in con-
cordance with the estimate of « 5 0.45 for perch, which
predicts that giants do not occur in stable populations
(since « , «*, the value of « where the population size
distribution changes abruptly).

The Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) is another ex-
ample of a piscivorous fish species in which giant can-
nibals are observed in single-species populations
(Parker and Johnson 1991, Griffiths 1994, Hammar
2000). In this species, giant cannibals are claimed to
occur permanently in stable population size distribu-
tions (Parker and Johnson 1991, Johnson 1994) rather
than being induced dynamically. Our results show that
this hypothesis requires that the upper limit « is suf-
ficiently high that individuals can grow directly from
the planktivory niche into the piscivory niche. Con-
sidering the estimate of « ; 0.47 based on data from
Amundsen (1994), this does not seem very likely at
first sight. Two things should be mentioned here. First,
species-specific metabolic parameters may tune the ef-
fect of «. Future research will show whether char-spe-
cific parameters lead to a lower or higher value of «*.
Second, the effect of « relates to the duration of the
starvation period between two subsequent passages of
YOY through the predation window of cannibals. The
starvation period is shortened by reducing the duration
of the growing season, under the assumption that star-
vation is negligible outside the growing season due to
low temperatures. Simulations with our model show
that on a gradient of the duration of the growing season
the population size distribution changes abruptly at a
critical season length (D. Claessen, unpublished data),
similar to the effect of « (cf. Fig. 7). Populations with
permanent piscivory occur at the short-season end of

the simulated gradient and ‘‘stunted’’ populations at
the long-season end. We hence cannot rule out the pos-
sibility of permanent piscivory even with a relatively
low «. It has been claimed that large, cannibalistic Arc-
tic char are common only at high latitudes and high
altitudes (Griffiths 1994). The confounding effect of
more coexisting species in lakes at lower latitudes and
altitudes is a likely explanation of this pattern. Yet the
effect of starvation associated with season length can
be seen as an alternative hypothesis for this gradient.

Although we can explain the presence of giant can-
nibals in stable populations, it is hard to explain the
claimed bimodal size distribution in stable Arctic char
populations with giant cannibals (Parker and Johnson
1991, Johnson 1994, Hammar 2000). Population size
distributions that are found beyond the critical upper
limit «* are essentially exponential distributions such
as given in Fig. 8e. Required for a bimodal population
size distribution is the combination of (1) stagnation
of the growth rate near the maximum length in the
planktivory niche, and (2) rapid increase of the growth
rate beyond this size. This situation can be obtained,
for example, by assuming an exclusive food resource
for individuals of intermediate size (D. Claessen, un-
published data). Alternatively, an explanation of bi-
modality may be found by relaxing the assumption that
all individuals in a cohort are identical. This allows for
other mechanisms such as individual specialization due
to flexible behavior, learning, or genetic variation. In
future work we hope to explore these mechanisms in
a population-dynamic context. Alternatively, we can
hypothesize that the bimodal populations are not stable
after all. At least in one of the Arctic char lakes with
giants and a bimodal size distribution, Lake Korsvatnet
in Sweden, there is evidence for cohort dominance
(Hammar 1998), which may reflect cohort cycles. How-
ever, empirical evidence to show whether or not the
induction of giants is associated with the breakthrough
of YOY is lacking.
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